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Now in a Tenth Canadian Edition, Ross Fundamentals of Corporate Finance continues its tradition of excellence as a market leader. Known for its approach, Ross focuses on three powerful ideas which are
integrated throughout -- emphasis on intuition, unified valuation approach, and managerial emphasis giving students a solid foundation in business and finance. The Tenth Edition has been updated to provide
current, real world examples, and a wealth of new problem material.
Combining respected authors with a problem solving approach. This edition of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance continues to use guided problem solutions to help students apply problems solving
methodology and real life financial problems help students practice and connect to real world financial decisions. With updated standards, examples, exercises and statistics and common mistake boxes
students are provided with a current text that enables them to build knowledge while building their problem solving and decision making skills.
The best-selling Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (FCF) has three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition—the authors separate and explain the principles at work
on a common sense, intuitive level before launching into any specifics. 2) A unified valuation approach—net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate finance. 3) A managerial
focus—the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The Tenth Edition continues the tradition of excellence that has
earned Fundamentals of Corporate Finance its status as market leader. Every chapter has been updated to provide the most current examples that reflect corporate finance in today’s world. The
supplements package has been updated and improved, and with the enhanced Connect Finance and Excel Master, student and instructor support has never been stronger. Connect is the only integrated
learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (FCF) is written with one strongly held principle– that corporate finance should be developed and taught in terms of a few integrated, powerful ideas. As such, there are
three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition; underlying ideas are discussed in general terms and then by way of examples that illustrate in more concrete terms how
a financial manager might proceed in a given situation. 2) A unified valuation approach; net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate finance. Every subject covered is firmly
rooted in valuation, and care is taken to explain how particular decisions have valuation effects. 3) A managerial focus; the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they
stress the need for managerial input and judgment.
Parrino's Fundamentals of Corporate Finance develops the key concepts of corporate finance with an intuitive approach while also emphasizing computational skills, enabling students to develop the critical
judgments necessary to apply financial tools in real decision-making situations. The fourth edition offers a level of rigor that is appropriate for both business and finance majors.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance helps students develop the intuition and analytical skills necessary to effectively apply financial tools in real-world decision-making situations. The authors provide a fully
integrated framework for understanding how value creation relates to all aspects of corporate finance; whether it be evaluating an investment opportunity, determining the appropriate financing for a business,
or managing working capital. This unique and integrated framework also provides robust coverage of problem solving and decision-making skills.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 's applied perspective cements your understanding of modern-day core principles, focusing on problem solving and real-life financial management practices--all within a
clear valuation framework. MyFinanceLab for Fundamentals of Corporate Finance creates learning experiences that are truly personalized and continuously adaptive. MyFinanceLab reacts to how students
are actually performing, offering data-driven guidance that helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts--resulting in better performance in the course. A dynamic set of tools for
gauging individual and class progress means educators can spend less time grading and more time teaching. This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience. Here's how: Improve
Results with MyFinanceLab: MyFinanceLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed and provides engaging experiences that personalize learning. Help Students Review and Apply Concepts:
Examples and exercises help students practice and connect to real-world decisions being made today in today's firms and policy debates. Keep Your Course Current and Relevant: New examples, exercises,
and statistics appear throughout the text. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyFinanceLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyFinanceLab search for ISBN-10: 0133576876/ISBN-13: 9780133576870. That package includes ISBN-10: 013350767X/ISBN-13: 9780133507676 and ISBN-10: 0133543889/ISBN-13: 9780133543889.
MyFinanceLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.

This learning aid reinforces the chapter material by outlining the chapter for the students and then providing extra questions and problems to reinforce the text.
“Key features of this new edition include: New Real World Insights use well-knowninternational companies such as Uber, Elringklinger GB, Apple, Google andAdidas, as well as drawing on
world events, to show how companies put CorporateFinance into practice and how real world events affect their corporate financedecisions. New coverage inthe International Corporate
Finance chapter on Islamic finance. Updated BehaviouralFinance chapter has been enhanced by new coverage in the subject area. Updated examples which use hypotheticalexamples to
take students step-by-step through concepts in a clear and coherentmanner to help their understanding and learning. The extensive end of chapter content has been updated withmany
brandnew practice questions and problems, organized by level of difficulty. New to thisedition is SmartBook with integratedlearning resources. When engaged with SmartBook’s adaptive
reading experience,students are guided towards textbook content that has the maximum learningimpact every time they study. This creates an entirely personalized learningexperience for
each individual student. The learning resources reinforceimportant concepts at precise moment they need help.”--Publisher's description.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, by Brealey, Myers and Marcus, provides students with a solid framework of theory and application to use well after they complete the course. This author
team is known for their outstanding research, teaching efforts, and world-renowned finance textbooks, so it's no surprise that they provide clear exposition of difficult material without sacrificing
up-to-date, technically correct treatments. And with the Ninth Edition, McGraw-Hill’s Connect® empowers students by continually adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need
it, and how they need it, so your class time is more engaging and effective.
The Solutions Manual, prepared by Bruce Swensen of Adelphi University, contains solutions to all end of chapter problems for easy reference.
Reach every student by pairing this text with MyLab Finance MyLab (TM) is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content
with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student.
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Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe, and Jordan emphasizes the modern fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing contemporary examples to make the theory come to
life. The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of integrated and powerful intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central
concepts of modern finance: arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and use them to explain corporate finance with a
balance of theory and application. The Twelfth Edition includes many exciting new research findings as well as the incorporation of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) throughout the text.
For corporate finance or financial management courses at the undergraduate level. Fundamentals of Corporate Finance’s applied perspective cements students’ understanding of the modernday core principles, giving them a problem-solving methodology and profiling real-life financial management practices–all within a clear valuation framework. The full text downloaded to your
computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer
and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code
and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your
Bookshelf installed.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 8e combines an applied introduction of concepts, with a clear and strong focus on learning outcomes. Based on the principle that students' understanding of corporate
finance should be developed in terms of a few integrated and powerful ideas, it has 3 basic themes at its core: 1. An emphasis on intuition: It separates and explains key principles on a common-sense,
intuitive level before launching into specifics. The intuitive organisation of chapters also means that traditionally 'more-difficult' topics arise as a natural extension to the work that has gone before. 2. A unified
valuation approach: Net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate finance. 3. A managerial focus: It emphasises the role of the financial manager as a decision maker, and the
need for managerial input and judgement is stressed.Up-to-date examples and cases in all chapters make the 8th edition a comprehensive manual of applied financial management, covering financial hot
topics and focus areas, as well as a historic overview of developments in (and lessons learned from) equity and debt markets. Cases focusing on well-known ANZ and international companies show how
recognisable organisations put corporate finance into practice, and how real-world events such as the COVID-19 pandemic affect some of their corporate finance decisions. This new edition is even more
flexible than its predecessors, offering flexibility of coverage to unit coordinators in designing their courses.
The best-selling Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (FCF) has three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition—the authors separate and explain the principles at work
on a common sense, intuitive level before launching into any specifics. 2) A unified valuation approach—net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate finance. 3) A managerial
focus—the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The Twelfth Edition continues the tradition of excellence that
has earned Fundamentals of Corporate Finance its status as market leader. McGraw-Hill’s adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides assignable modules that help students master chapter core
concepts and come to class more prepared. In addition, resources within Connect help students solve financial problems and apply what they’ve learned. Ross Fundamentals’ intuitive approach, managerial
focus, and strong end-of-chapter content combine with a complete digital solution to help your students achieve higher outcomes in the course.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Student Value Editions also offer a great value; this format costs significantly less
than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of MyLab(tm) and Mastering(tm) platforms exist
for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use MyLab and
Mastering platforms. For undergraduate courses in corporate finance or financial management. Help readers practice and connect to real-world financial decisions Fundamentals of Corporate Finance offers a
practical introduction to modern-day core principles, arming readers with a problem-solving methodology, real-life financial management practices, and an overarching valuation framework that they can apply
in their future careers. Updated with new examples, exercises, and statistics, the 4th Edition gives individuals the opportunity to practice and apply concepts, while connecting them to the latest financial
issues and policy in today's world of business. Also available with MyLab Finance MyLab(tm) Finance is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material
and understand difficult concepts. If you would like to purchase both the loose-leaf version of the text and MyLab Finance, search for: 0134641922 / 9780134641928 Fundamentals of Corporate Finance,
Student Value Edition Plus MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 4/e Package consists of: 0134476115 / 9780134476117 Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, Student Value Edition
0134476441 / 9780134476445 MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, by Brealey, Myers and Marcus, provides students with a solid framework of theory and application to use well after they complete the course. This author team is known
for their outstanding research, teaching efforts, and world-renowned finance textbooks, so it's no surprise that they provide clear exposition of difficult material without sacrificing up-to-date, technically correct
treatments. And with the Eighth Edition, McGraw-Hill’s adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides assignable modules that help students master chapter core concepts and come to class more
prepared. In addition, resources within Connect help students solve financial problems and apply what they’ve learned. Brealey's personable writing style and world-leading content combine with a complete
digital solution to help students achieve higher outcomes in the course. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need,
when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
The best-selling Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (FCF) has three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition—the authors separate and explain the principles at work
on a common sense, intuitive level before launching into any specifics. 2) A unified valuation approach—net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate finance. 3) A managerial
focus—the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The Eleventh Edition continues the tradition of excellence that
has earned Fundamentals of Corporate Finance its status as market leader. McGraw-Hill’s adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides assignable modules that help students master chapter core
concepts and come to class more prepared. In addition, resources within Connect help students solve financial problems and apply what they’ve learned. Ross Fundamentals’ intuitive approach, managerial
focus, and strong end-of-chapter content combine with a complete digital solution to help your students achieve higher outcomes in the course.
Brealey, Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 10e is an introduction to corporate finance that focuses on how companies invest in real assets, how they raise the money to pay for the investments, and how
those assets ultimately affect the value of the firm. The new edition provides a broad overview of the financial landscape. It also gives students a framework for systematically thinking about most of the
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important financial problems that both firms and individuals are likely to confront.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 2nd Edition offers an innovative integration of conceptual understanding and problem-solving ... of intuition and decision-making ... of the authors' industry and
classroom/research experience ... with current real-world examples and online practice. Authors Robert Parrino, David Kidwell, and Thomas Bates believe that students who understand the intuition
underlying the basic concepts of finance are better able to develop the critical judgments necessary to apply financial tools in real decision- making situations. Their text develops intuitive thinking while
simultaneously helping students develop problem solving and computational skills. It then shows students how to apply intuition and analytical skills to decision making while integrating it all with valuation and
building shareholder value.

The sixth edition of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance continues its tradition of excellence ensuring the focus remains on key principles. To accommodate courses which include coverage
across a wider range of topics, the authors provide additional chapters about Leasing, Mergers and Acquisitions online. Fundamentals of Corporate Finance strives to present the material in a
way that makes it coherent and easy to understand. Finance Prep Courses allow students to view a video to refresh topics, and then answer questions to test their understanding. This product
gives lecturers more time in class to cover finance topics, and ensures that students do not get left behind. In addition to providing students with relevant, realistic problem-solving tools,
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance has the benefit of the most current and relevant research in finance.
Corporate Finance: The Basics is a concise introduction to the inner workings of finance at the company level. It aims to take the fear out of corporate finance and add the fun in, presenting
the subject in a way that is simple to grasp and easy to digest. Its aim is to explain – and demystify – the essential ideas of corporate finance, avoiding the heavy use of maths and formulae.
The calculations and figures in the book are purely to illustrate fundamental concepts, appealing to readers’ common sense, rather than stretch their ability to do "number-crunching". Topics
covered include: Financial statements through the corporate finance lens How to make investment decisions Cash versus profit Net working capital management How to determine the value of
a business Through the use of a subject map, this book explains how the key components of the subject are connected with each other, strengthening the reader’s understanding. This book
is the ideal introduction for anyone looking for a short yet scholarly overview of corporate finance.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 7e provides students with a comprehensive and applied introduction to the principles of corporate finance. This market-leading text has been substantially
revised to reflect recent developments in the field, such as the impact of the Global Financial Crisis, contemporary challenges in capital budgeting and socially responsible investing. It features
new local and international case studies to enhance students' understanding of the practical applications of corporate finance. A practical and engaging study tool, this new edition offers
students: - step-by-step illustrations and diagrams explaining the basics - and complexities - of corporate finance - applied examples, cases and exercises built into each chapter - coverage of
a wide range of topics, including perspectives and lessons from capital market history - an overview of the latest research and emerging trends in corporate finance - regionally relevant
examples throughout the text to help put learning in perspective.
For undergraduate courses in corporate finance or financial management. Help readers practice and connect to real-world financial decisions Fundamentals of Corporate Finance offers a
practical introduction to modern-day core principles, arming readers with a problem-solving methodology, real-life financial management practices, and an overarching valuation framework that
they can apply in their future careers. Updated with new examples, exercises, and statistics, the 4th Edition gives individuals the opportunity to practice and apply concepts, while connecting
them to the latest financial issues and policy in today's world of business. Also available with MyLab Finance MyLab(tm) Finance is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a
personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab & Mastering does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134641698 / 9780134641690 Fundamentals of
Corporate Finance Plus MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134475569 / 9780134475561 Fundamentals of Corporate Finance 0134476441 /
9780134476445 MyLab Finance with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Fundamentals of Corporate Finance
For undergraduate courses in corporate finance or financial management. Help students practice and connect to real-world financial decisions Fundamentals of Corporate Finance offers a
practical introduction to modern-day core principles, arming students with a problem-solving methodology, real-life financial management practices, and an overarching valuation framework
that they can apply in their future careers. Updated with new examples, exercises, and statistics, the 4th Edition gives students the opportunity to practice and apply course concepts, while
connecting them to the latest financial issues and policy in today's world of business.
The best-selling Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (FCF) has three basic themes that are the central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition-the authors separate and explain the
principles at work on a common sense, intuitive level before launching into any specifics. 2) A unified valuation approach-net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying
corporate finance. 3) A managerial focus-the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The Tenth
Edition continues the tradition of excellence that has earned Fundamentals of Corporate Finance its status as market leader. Every chapter has been updated to provide the most current
examples that reflect corporate finance in today's world. The supplements package has been updated and improved, and with the enhanced Connect Finance and Excel Master, student and
instructor support has never been stronger. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they
need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
0134426797 / 9780134426792 Corporate Finance, Student Value Edition Plus MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package 4/e Package consists of: 0134099176 /
9780134099170 MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Corporate Finance 4/e 0134101448 / 9780134101446 Corporate Finance, Student Value Edition 4/e "
Prepared by Matthew Will of the University of Indianapolis, the Study Guide contains a thorough list of activities for the student, including an introduction to the chapter, sources of business information, key
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concepts and terms, sample problems with solutions, integrated PowerPoint slides, and related web links.
Accompanying ... "student CD-ROM contains self-study software that allows you to test your knowledge. It also includes new student-narrated PowerPoint slides that talk you through chapter topics. New
Interactive FinSims features hands-on simulations of key concepts to reinforce important topics. You will also find Excel templates that correspond with many end-of-chapter problems, along with additional
Web links to the book's Online Learning Center and other important Websites." -- p. [4] of cover.
The core concepts you expect. The new ideas you want. The pedagogy you need to succeed. Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's applied perspective cements understanding of the modern-day core
principles by equipping students with a problem-solving methodology and profiling real-life financial management practices–all within a clear valuation framework. The second edition focuses on new topics
and includes an increased emphasis on valuation.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's applied perspective cements students' understanding of the modern-day core principles by equipping students with a problem-solving methodology and profiling real-life
financial management practices--all within a clear valuation framework. KEY TOPICS: Corporate Finance and the Financial Manager;Introduction to Financial Statement Analysis;The Valuation Principle: The
Foundation of Financial Decision Making;The Time Value of Money;Interest Rates;Bonds;Valuing Stocks;Investment Decision Rules;Fundamentals of Capital Budgeting;Risk and Return in Capital
Markets;Systematic Risk and the Equity Risk Premium;Determining the Cost of Capital;Risk and the Pricing of Options;Raising Equity Capital;Debt Financing;Capital Structure;Payout Policy;Financial
Modeling and Pro Forma Analysis;Working Capital Management;Short-Term Financial Planning;Risk Management;International Corporate Finance; Leasing;Mergers and Acquisitions;Corporate Governance
MARKET: Appropriate for Undergraduate Corporate Finance courses.
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